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Bible stories have never been so fun and interactive.The Beginner's Bible Super-Duper, Mighty,

Jumbo Activity Book provides young children with mazes, dot-to-dots, word puzzles, matching

games, and more, all using beloved The BeginnerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bible characters and stories.
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Needed an activity for the church service for our 5 year old. She is very quiet but certainly would get

fidgety with nothing to do. This is perfect --- she is an Awana student anyway learning Bible verses

and this just fits right in. She is a beginning reader and needs a little help sometimes but the

pictures are well-done and the Biblical content is there. It is NOT just a coloring book. That would

render it no better to me than any coloring book. Not only is each page taken from a different story

in the Bible, each day's activity is different --- matching, finishing pictures, just many unique twists to

make the story interesting. Very pleased

This review is given by my 7 year old son. Has all the bible stories in the world, dot to dot, hearts

with people in them, sometimes 3 people in them or 2 people but never one person in the heart,

mazes, and coloring pages. Noah's ark, Jesus was born in one of the pictures, and it is lots of fun.



So if my 7 year old loves it and uses it I agree it is a 5 star activity book.

Fantastic resource to accompany The Beginner's Bible, or any children's Bible. It is ideal for

preschool to kindergarten age children. I only wish it had an index so parents could quickly find the

pages that go along with each Bible story. For example, if I wanted to find pages to accompany the

story of the loaves and fishes, I'd have to flip through the whole book until I find them. When I

received this I sat down with the Beginner's Bible and this... side by side and made a list of stories

and page numbers.

Bought this book for my Sunday School Class. After the bible lesson they usually like to draw and

color. This will give them something to do that keeps with the purpose of the class. There is a

variety of activities in the book, and the book is very thick. Should keep them busy for a while. There

are activities suitable for most elementary age children. The little ones will really enjoy it.

My 5 year old had recently decided he really enjoys doing mazes at his day care, and our church's

children's bulletin would always have "spot the differences", "find the hidden pictures" and other

games. So I was very happy to find more than just another coloring book, but rather an engaging

activity book. My ds is very high energy, so to find quiet table activities he enjoys is invaluable! And

reinforcing stories from the Bible he is learning at Sunday School is a real plus!

Best Bible activity book. Very thick and pages to accompany all children's favorite Bible stories and

then some. Would definitely recommend.

The book is more for kids learning letters of the alphabet. I teach 5 to 9 year Olds. I gave it to a

Christian kindergarten teacher who welcomed it.

This books keeps my Godson busy daily and it has so many things for him to do. He is into dot to

dot and this book teaches and is fun all at the same time!
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